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Governance

RISK MITIGATION INDEX (/100)

Advanced (1)

(1) Performance level: weak (0-29/100), limited (30-49/100), robust (50-59/100), advanced (60-100/100)
Disclaimer
Vigeo Eiris provides its clients with information and/or analyses or opinion on factual, quantitative or statistical, managerial, economic, financial, governance, social, or technical data, in relation to companies, brands, products or services, assessed individually or with
respect to sectors, regions, stakeholders or specific themes.
Vigeo Eiris is committed to making its best efforts when collecting, organising, consolidating, formatting, making available and/or delivering the aforementioned information, analyses and/or opinion to its clients. Although Vigeo Eiris ensures that it only uses publicly
available information, the agency cannot guarantee its accuracy or completeness.
The above elements (information, indicators, analyses, scores, and opinion) do not include or imply any approval or disapproval on their content from Vigeo Eiris, its executive officers, or its employees. These elements do not represent in any way a guarantee, or
reference of legal, moral, philosophical, ethical or religious nature, supporting or opposing any investment or divestment decision, or any standpoint or opinion expressed in favour of, or against companies, products, services, sectors or regions directly or indirectly
mentioned in Vigeo Eiris’ deliverables. Our deliverables are not, and should not, be considered as a form of financial advice or recommendation. No investment or divestment decision should be attributed to the information or opinion provided by Vigeo Eiris. Our
products and services must only be considered as one of the many elements related to the financial decision making process.
Vigeo Eiris, its methodology, brand, and employees, shall under no circumstances, be held responsible for any kind of consequence (including economic, financial, or legal) derived from the interpretation of its information, analyses, opinion, scores, and indicators. The
terms of use of our products and services and their impacts stem from the sole responsibility of their users.
This VIGEO EIRIS’ One-page summary is established exclusively for clients’ external communication with the exception of any specific operations such as Revolving Credit Facility, Sustainability Linked Loans, bond issuance or any other operation.

